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In a recent survey of Germany’s competition bar, Global Competition Review (GCR) once again

ranked WilmerHale's German Antitrust and Competition Practice among the best in the country. 

GCR named the practice to its "Highly Recommended" list, alongside practices from six other firms.

Partners Stefan Ohlhoff and Ulrich Quack, reports GCR, "have created a true stand-alone team,

which "aims to be a 'destination practice' in Germany for clients that need tough work done." 

The article also highlights the contributions made to team by Partners Jan Heithecker and Hans-

Georg Kamann as well as Special Counsel Oliver Fleischmann and Peter Gey.

The survey results praise the group’s antitrust litigation work for clients in the transportation industry

and adds that the team "has developed into one of Germany's top private enforcement

practices." GCR also notes that "merger control and cartel defence continue to be pillars of the

practice."

GCR determined its rankings by examining which firms have handled "the country's biggest cases."

Germany has one of the world's largest competition bar and boasts some of the top practitioners in

the field, according to the publication.
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